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Webstandards are an evolving set of agreements about how digital information should be structured and organised into compatible units that are ready to be combined, compared and interchanged. It all starts from the principle that the more information is like data, the more flexible it behaves.
But the untamed reality of the World Wide Web is difficult to regulate. At a conference about the history of webdesign, Steven Pemberton, chair of the 'HTML and Forms Working Groups', expressed his concern about the status quo.
"Looking at typical web pages now it is a real mess, and it is very hard to extract the true information from a page. I'm not saying visual is unimportant. It is important, of course, but it's subordinate to meaning and it's important not to mix the two"
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. Pemberton referred to the working premise of the W3C that the separation of 'content' from presentation facilitates the exchange of information, of 'true information' or 'meaning'.
Whether you agree with the routine division Pemberton proposes between 'the visual' and 'true information', depends on your definition of design. If you think that design is more than packaging, then the way a text is visually organised, a hierarchy laid out and an image placed, matters for what . Search engines handle those pages faster than others; an RSSfeed can be stripped of styling before travelling to other places; the same website displayed on a mobile phones requires a radically different layout to simply fit the minimal screen.
Most importantly, a standard webpage can be more easily read out by special screenreader software and allows any user to enlarge text, colorize backgrounds or make changes to the display of a page in whatever way they need. As a result, screen disabled users can potentially have access to the same information at the same speed and quality as anyone else, instead of having to wait until the Braille version makes it to the local library for the blind (if it makes it there at all). Disability rights groups successfully pressured governments and NGOs for 'accessible websites' and at this moment it is the law in many countries that online resources of public institutions are made available in compliant formats.
The ability of data to travel freely across contexts and places, changes the way we deal with information, and this obviously means a paradigm shift for how design is done. To work with this rather than against it, means to take webstandards to heart and to accept that design takes distance from data, from it's ability to respond to specific materials, and assumptions about use.
Separating 'content' from presentation
The But what are we supposed to separate exactly? From the meticulous documentation of the discussions that led to the development of CSS, it seems that not much time has been spent on discussing the choice of the word pairs 'substance' versus 'form', their later equivalent 'content' and 'style', or even more outrageous, 'meaning' and 'presentation'. The ease with which the various working groups are able to put such porous concepts to use as binary oppositions, is not surprising coming out of the bureaucratic culture of the W3C. Used in all possible combinations, we find: substance, meaning, content, structure, text and data gathered on one side and: form, presentation, style, visual data, layout and design on the other. Similar but certainly not synonymous, terms in the first set refer to anything that can be expressed in lightweight ASCII characters whereas the second set deals with everything else. A text's structure (which parts are selected and how are they broken up in paragraphs, headers and sections) inevitably ends up in the first pile, but so does punctuation, tone, grammar and language.
Essential information bits that are technically more complicated to handle such as images, typography, colour, contrast, placement, layering and sound end up in the 'other' pile. anyone, anywhere, anytime, using any device" 9 . Aiming at broad access rather than at specific communication, 'content' needs to be treated as formless matter because only once 'it is liberated from its specific instantiation, can it travel to other devices or media, even to ones that have not been invented yet. In such an approach the universal validity of the system itself needs to be considered neutral because for 'content' to cross continents and cultures, contextual patina weighs too much. Here lies the basic problem in the way webstandards work: such a system can only function if we assume that the same 'content' presented in a different way, communicates essentially the same message. Does the fact that the web is potentially everywhere, mean that everyone reads the same things?
"Our Members work together to design and standardize Web technologies that build on its universality, giving the power to communicate, exchange information, and to write effective, dynamic applications for
9 BernersLee,Tim. http://www.w3.org/Consortium/future. June 2008
Divisions of Labour
For the popular open source weblog software Wordpress or SPIP, a free software CMS, thousands of template sets can be downloaded.
The vast and relatively uncharted terrain of dynamic design is more than most professionals can individually handle; typical web projects are either done by designers who create Photoshop mockups that are then sent off to programmers or by programmers who create systems to which designers add A clear division of labour facilitates the kinds of collaboration that do not concern the object of collaboration itself. But it assumes that the architecture of a data structure itself is without form; that the work of a programmer has no influence on the way a page will lookandfeel. The separation is especially hard to maintain, now that most web pages are produced with the help of web applications such as Content Management Systems. Design decisions need to be made on the level of layout, software and database design simultaneously. Rather than just styling or coding, designers and programmers manipulate information systems and for this they need to collaborate.
Most webapplications work with a set of templates, containing code used by the server to generate HTMLoutput from a database. They are in fact design engines, using computer scripting to automate either all or part of the process of selecting, layingout, placing, combining and aligning. SPIP, a free software CMS, uses the French term 'squelette' ('skeleton' or 'backbone') for this type of file, which is an interesting reading of what they do, defining the structure of a website at the same time and place as its presentation. Written in dialects of PHP or Python, some are custom to the structure of a specific CMS and others are designed for more generalized use. Template files act as a point of contact between designers and programmers; they are negotiable spaces where decisions about data access, presentation and data manipulation are brought together.
It is exactly the mixing of identities which could bring about new scenarios for use. Paraphrasing Clay Shirkey, "to collaborate requires either group to fundamentally alter their way of looking at the world". It means imagining yourself in another place and that might save you from the all to tight corset of conventional usage, reinscribed by conventional forms. It could shift the work of design away from 'setting restraints' to 'making possible', from setting borders to the creation of flexible backbones.
Design as articulation
Exploring the familiar structure of a weblog, Lialina creates a caleidoscopic universe combining cutup gif animations with poetic tagging. (Olia Lialina, http://frozenniki.org/blog. 2008) Epicpedia is an alternative interface to Wikipedia, inspired by the work of playwright Berthold Brecht (Annemieke van der Hoek, 2008) 
